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ESCAPE  FROM  THE  UNIT INTERVAL  UNDER
THE TRANSFORMATION  x^Xx(l-x)

BRUCE  R.   HENRY1

Abstract. For A>4 the transformation x\—*Ax(l —x) maps the

unit interval into itself except for an interval of x values centered

at i that "escapes". It is shown that almost all of the unit interval

eventually escapes if the transformation is iterated. An easy example

is then given for which the theorem fails, and the question is raised

for exactly what class of functions the theorem holds.

Stein and Ulam [1] and Metropolis, Stein and Stein [2] have studied

the iterative properties on the unit interval of the transformation xi->

Ax(l-x)for3<A^4.
In a biological study (McNaughton and Henry [3]), the same trans-

formation came up as the result of changing Verhulst's differential

equation of population growth dp\dt=mp—np2 to a difference equation

as is appropriate for populations with synchronous life cycles. Moreover,

the parameter range X>4 became interesting so that the iteration can

escape the unit interval. Biologically, escape means extinction.

Though for any A>4 it is clear that some x leave the unit interval

under xh->Xx(l— x) (called / from now on), it is not obvious for how

"fat" a set of x iteration off will eventually cause escape. Our purpose

is to prove: For almost all x e (0, 1) some iterate of x under f(X>4) is

not in (0, 1) (almost all in the sense of Lebesgue measure).

Proof of theorem. For A>4 let / be the closed subinterval of (0, 1)

of values x for which/(x)^l. With

, = (i_if,  /-ri-^i+ii.
\4     XI L.2 2

Let U stand for the open interval (0, 1). For x e U let k(x)^oo be

the number of steps to escape starting from x. &(*)_: 1 and k(x)=l iff
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x e I. If k(x) = r+l then with/or standing for the /--fold iterate of/and

f°-r its complete /--fold iterated inverse, for(x) e / so that x ef°~r(I).

Clearly

(1) U = I+f-\U)

i+ indicates disjoint union), r inverse iterations of (1) result in

u = i +f-\n + ■■■ +f°-rii) + f°'{r+1)iU).

Now f"~r(I) (resp. f°~r(U)) is the disjoint union of 2r~l pairs of closed

(resp. open) intervals, the members of each pair equal and symmetrically

located above and below x=\. A=I+f~1iI)+f"~2(I) + - • • is the set

of eventual extinction. We shall prove the Lebesgue measure \A\ of A

is unity by showing that

|/°-<»+i>(fj)| = 1-|/ +f-\l) + ■■■ +f°-"il)\^0.

Put f°~n(T)=I„, f°~n(U)=Un. Numbering components left to right

we have

/„ = /„! + ••• + '„*",      un = unl + --- + un2«.

Here is a lemma proved up ahead: For all n, k,\U„k\^cn where

c = max(4/A, 1/2).

If Ink (resp. Unk) is a component of/-1^«-!.*,) (resp./^t/,^,,^)) then

,_,. \'nk\    _    \'n-l.ki\lSnk   _   *nk   \'n-l.k,\

Wnk\    \Vn-i.kNhk    snk\un_ltky

where j„fc=|slope| off at center of Ink; r„fr=|slope| off at center of Unk.

But (d2/dx2)f(x)= —2X = rate of change of slope off, and the centers of

Ink and U„k are ^|i/„fc|/2 apart since Ink<=Unk, so \s„k-tnk\^X\Unk\.

The minimum |slope| of the curve within the closed unit square is 2ÔX.

Hence

(3) -\snk-tnk\^^-\U„k\<±-c"
snk ¿ok 2o

by the lemma.

Iterating equation (2) (n—l) times gives

\Kk\

\U nk\ snk    sn-l.ki sl.in-il^l

where, in an obvious extension of the terminology, Un_¡,k_ is one com-

ponent of/'Ht/^-n^j); t„_j-kj is |slope| off at center of U„_Lk¡. Or,

L,\      \l-•n i
\unk\   \u\ ur

i -
/,
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The product on the right converges absolutely as w-*co, hence stays

bounded away from zero, provided the series 2,°!, 11 — (tjk ¡sjk)\ converges.

But that series is by (3) dominated by the convergent geometric series

~2?=y cj. We may therefore conclude \Ink\l\Uvk\^.s>0 uniformly for all

n,k, so also |/„|/|t/„| = |/°-"(/)|/|/°~n(c/)| = e uniformly for all n. It is

now clear that \f°~"(U)\—*0 geometrically, and the proof is complete.

Proof of lemma. For any X, |í/u| = |í/ia|<i^c. Assume inductively

that \UH\^c' for l<j^«-l and consider Uvk, with midpoint y0. If

Unk is so positioned that |/'(vy0)| = »/c there is no more to prove.

Now \f'(y0)\=2X\y0—£|. By symmetry we may assume Unk^i\, I) by

which further analysis is required only for j0<l- If X is large enough

that <5^|, then _y0^f, so we need consider further only <5<|, or 2(5 =

((X-4)/Xy/2<l^X<64ll5. In particular, the proof is complete for A>8,

so from now on we use 4/X instead of c.

Call x0 the distance of the right end of Unk from the right end of /.

Since x0<2[y0—(^ + ô)] and j0<J, x0<2(¿ — ô), orx0+2<5<L Put

Xy — 1 — fi\ + <5 + x0) = 1 — left endpoint i/„_1Jti,

x2 =f{xy),    ■■■ ,   xr =f(xr_y).

r will be the number of "back-steps" needed to make the product of

slopes large enough to complete the induction.

Define M'0, M'y, • ■ • , M'r_y by xx = M'0x0, x2=M'yXy, ■ • • , xr=M'r_yXr_y.

M'j is a secant slope of the curve. Define M0, My, ■ ■ ■ , Mr_x by

\Un-y.kl\   =   M0\Unk\,

Wn-2M\    =    My\Un_yM\,

\U«-rM\   =    MT_y\Un_(r_y)M\.

Here Un_Uk=f(Unk), Un_2,k=f(Un_y,ki), etc.

Now  M'y=X(l— Xy), • • • , M'r = X(l— xr),  M0>Mq, and provided x0,

Xy, , XT<^2,

(4) My > X'l - 2xy),    ■■■ ,    Mr> X(l - 2xr).

To complete the  induction  requires  some one  of the inequalities

M0^X¡4,   My^iX/4)2, ■ ■ ■ ,   MT^(XI4f+\   In  view   of the  inequalities
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(4), any of the following will suffice

Mß(l

M'aX\\ - 2x,)(l

For MÓ=X(x0+2o)=X¡4, the induction is already complete. That happens

when x0+2ó = l, or x0=i—26.

Next, assume x0<j — 2ô. Then

x, = X(x0 + 2ô)x0 < X(i -20 + 2ô)(l - 26) = \X(\ - 2d)

^Mx> A(l - 2xx) > X[l - P(i - 26)] > \X

=> M0MX = HX)2

provided A/Ó^A/8 or MÓ/2A=|-x0-|-ó_T1(ir, completing induction for such

xa.

Assume next that

(5) |x0 + á<^=>x0<|-2t5.

Given (5), we have by (4):

(6) xx < Ml - 26) ̂  M, > X[\ - P(i - 26)].

It is quickly verified from the dependence of 6 on X, using A< 64/15,

that lX{\-26)<\. Hence by (6), Mx>lXß. That implies M'0Mx = iXI4)2
whenever M^=ix0+26)X=X/14. In particular, the induction is complete

for 26 ̂  1/14.

If now x0, xx, ■ ■ ■ , xr = \, then Mr = X\2 and Mr__x, MT_2, • ■ • , MX = %X.

If further MÓ = Uh)r'\ then

(7)        m0mx ■ ■ ■ Mr > ixay-^ar1 ■ i = /r+i/4r+i.

The subsequent work is to verify this inequality.

We are now at M'0<X¡14. Fix r so that Qf)T~lïX=M'0<H)T-2\X (r=2).

Then

Xj = xxm[m:2 ■ - • m;._,      (2 < j = r)

^ xß'^ = x0M^-\

By choice of r,

x0 = (M¿ - 26X)ß < Miß < (¿r2 • I

(8) => x0M¿ < (è)2(r-2) • P - |

=>xj < A78- l/9r-2.

M¿ = X\4,

2x0 ̂  ( W,

2x2) = (A/4)3,
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In the particular case r=2, M0<XI 14. That implies

M¿     ,       X X2       1
XoM0 < — M0 < —-- => x2 ^ x0iv/0A < — < -

A 142 14"      4

verifying (7) for r=2. For r=3, by (8) x3-<AJ/82 • | <| 0=2, 3), showing

that (7) holds for r=3. For r>3, by (8),

x, <-< - ,        x, < -•-< -        ( ; = 3, • ■ • , r).64   9     4 '     64 • 9   9r"2     4

The induction is now complete in all cases: the lemma is proved.

Where does the theorem fail? It is easy to find concave functions on

(0, 1) for which almost sure escape fails, e.g.

r9/8-|x-l/2|,    (|x- 1/2|< 3/8)1
hix) = ).

l3-6|jc-l/2|.    {\x - 1/2| = 3/8)j

The question is open exactly where it fails. The methods used here do

not get much further than the parabolic case.
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